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CURRENT POLICY:  1 


Cost-Effectiveness Policy and General Methodology for Energy Trust of Oregon 2 


Introduction 3 


The Energy Trust of Oregon seeks a future that includes sufficient, stable, and affordable power 4 
available to all customers through sustained investment in energy efficiency and renewable 5 
resources that reduce the economic and environmental costs of using gas and electricity. To 6 
properly evaluate such investments, the Energy Trust of Oregon (Trust) evaluates energy 7 
saving projects and measures and analyzes how to compare their economic cost compares to 8 
alternative sources of gas and electric energy. In the past the Oregon Public Utility Commission 9 
(OPUC), the Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NWPPCC) and the Northwest Energy 10 
Efficiency Alliance (Alliance) have all used similar approaches and assumptions to analyze the 11 
cost-effectiveness of energy efficiency investments. This policy encompasses three generic 12 
perspectives – Consumer, Utility System, and Societal. It describes the key variables or 13 
economic model inputs that define these perspectives and allow the analyst to compare the cost 14 
of energy efficiency to conventional sources of gas and electrical energy.  15 


Policy  16 


The Energy Trust of Oregon adopts the Utility and Societal perspectives, as described below, as 17 
its primary perspectives for evaluating energy efficiency projects. It will also use the utility-18 
system perspective as an additional tool to assure that the kWh saved per dollar invested by the 19 
Trust is reasonable. The Consumer perspective is used to help design projects. 20 


The societal cost definition is in alignment with the OPUC docket no. UM-551’s definition of 21 
Total Resource Cost (Societal) perspective as including total costs and total benefits in cost 22 
effectiveness calculations. The following costs will be included in the societal perspective: 23 


1. Trust incentives paid to the participant  24 
2. Trust administrative costs  25 
3. Monitoring, evaluation and non-incentive costs of PMCs and Energy Trust staff  26 
4. Oregon and local government  administrative costs associated with incentives 27 
5. The participants remaining out-of-pocket costs for the installed cost of the measures 28 


 29 


The cost of tax credits to the State of Oregon will not be included, because they are considered 30 
to be a transfer, not a net cost to society. However, to the extent that they are significant, the 31 
administrative costs of those tax credits will be considered. 32 


The Energy Trust will include the following benefits: 33 


1. the value of the electrical and/or gas energy saved based on (1) the Regional Technical 34 
Forum long-term forecast of wholesale market prices for electricity and (2) the NW 35 
Natural gas price forecast for gas, as long as it is reasonably consistent with the 36 
Regional Technical Forum forecast of gas prices for power plant fuel.  37 
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2. non-energy benefits as quantified by a reasonable and practical method and described 1 
in situations where they cannot practically be quantified  2 


3. for electricity, bulk system transmission capacity benefits (both line loss and avoided 3 
transmission construction.  4 


4. for electricity, transmission and distribution benefits, both line losses and avoided 5 
Transmission and Distribution construction.  6 


5. natural gas capacity benefits are of a lesser magnitude and difficult to quantify, so the 7 
Energy Trust will not quantify them. Natural gas delivery loss benefits are also modest in 8 
magnitude. Local delivery losses will be considered to the extent that they are included 9 
in NW Natural price forecasts. Gas transmission losses are difficult to quantify and will 10 
be described.  11 


 12 


In addition, the Energy Trust will apply in its analysis the 10% credit for energy efficiency as 13 
required under the Northwest Power Act and OPUC docket no. UM-551. This credit recognizes 14 
the benefits of conservation in addressing risk and uncertainty. 15 


Both the Power Act and OPUC docket no. UM-551 also suggest consideration of external costs 16 
such as environmental costs associated with air pollution. The Trust will initially use a credit of 17 
$15.00 per ton of carbon dioxide and will update that figure as information improves. 18 


Methodology 19 


The following additional decisions have been made about implementation of this policy: 20 


• For the near-term, the Pro-cost model, using marginal costs from the Aurora model, will be 21 
used to analyze the costs and savings of efficiency programs. The selection and specifics of 22 
these tools will be updated as time, resources, and opportunities permit to maximize 23 
transparency, time-dependent variations in resource value, and reasonableness. 24 


• The Energy Trust of Oregon will adopt a 5.2% discount rate for comparing the costs and 25 
benefits of efficiency investments to other investments.  26 


• The Energy Trust of Oregon will refine estimates of line losses specific to Oregon based on 27 
new information from utilities.  28 


 29 


The Energy Trust of Oregon will consider avoided transmission and distribution costs 30 
attributable to efficiency measures as appropriate.  31 


The economic comparison will be presented as a benefit-to-cost ratio except for the consumer 32 
perspective that (for reference) will be presented as a two simple payback, one with non-electric 33 
benefits and one without non-electric benefits. The final decision on cost effectiveness will be 34 
based on the benefit-to-cost ratio for the Societal and Utility System perspectives (must pass 35 
both if data permits use of both) over the appropriate project period along with description and 36 
Board consideration of non-quantified costs and benefits. The Energy Trust will also consider 37 
other factors in selecting programs, as specified in the various strategic and action planning 38 
documents of the Energy Trust. 39 


The cost-effectiveness analysis will include impact on the action of customers who do not 40 
directly participate and long term market effects (e.g., impact on long-term price, sales, or 41 
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efficacy of efficient technologies beyond the direct program participants) for projects where such 1 
effects are a significant and likely result. 2 


In conclusion, an Energy Trust project should be reviewed from both the Utility system and the 3 
Societal perspectives, and if the Societal benefit-to-cost ratio is greater than 1.0, it should be 4 
considered cost effective. 5 


6 
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********************************************************************************** 1 


REVISED VERSION WITH REVISION MARKS 2 
 3 
Introduction 4 


The Energy Trust of Oregon seeks a future that includes sufficient, stable, and affordable power 5 
available to all customers through sustained investment in energy efficiency and renewable 6 
resources that reduce the economic and environmental costs of using gas and electricity. To 7 
properly evaluate such investments, the Energy Trust of Oregon (Trust) compares the cost of 8 
energy-saving programs and measures analyzes how to compare their economic cost 9 
compares to the cost of alternative sources of natural gas and electric energy. The cost of 10 
alternative sources is known as “avoided cost”. In the past tThe Oregon Public Utility 11 
Commission (OPUC), the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC), the 12 
Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NWPPCC) and the Northwest Energy Efficiency 13 
Alliance (Alliance) have all used similar approaches and assumptions to analyze the cost-14 
effectiveness of energy efficiency investments. Consistent with these approaches, Tthis policy 15 
encompasses three two generic perspectivestests to determine cost-effectiveness and – 16 
Consumer, Utility System, and Societal. It describes the key variables or economic model inputs 17 
that define these perspectives tests and allow the analyst to compare the cost of energy 18 
efficiency to conventional sources of gas and electrical energyin Energy Trust analysis.  19 


The Oregon Renewable Energy Act of 2007 (SB 838) allows supplemental energy efficiency 20 
funding, i.e., more than the three-percent public purpose charge authorized in the 1999 law. The 21 
2007 Act, together with the agreements that fund Energy Trust natural gas efficiency programs 22 
in Oregon, support Energy Trust programs that help utilities meet goals that are determined 23 
through Integrated Resource Planning. In that process, the OPUC reviews and may 24 
acknowledge avoided cost forecasts from each utility. Because Energy Trust funding is 25 
significantly affected by this process, the following policy is designed to be consistent with 26 
OPUC guidance and, to the extent practical, with utility integrated resource plans.  Energy Trust 27 
may consider prospective costs and benefits over a period of more than one year, as 28 
appropriate, for emerging technologies and market transformation ventures. 29 


Policy  30 


The Energy Trust of Oregon adopts the Utility System and Societal perspectivestests, as 31 
described below, as its primary perspectives determinants of whether efficiency investments 32 
meet cost-effectiveness criteria. The economic comparison will be presented as a benefit-to-33 
cost ratio. Programs and measures that pass both tests, or are likely to over time, are eligible for 34 
Energy Trust investment.  35 


For programs and measures that pass these cost-effectiveness tests, Energy Trust may 36 
consider other factors in configuring programs, consistent with its strategic plan and action 37 
plans.for evaluating energy efficiency projects. It will also use the utility-system perspective as 38 
an additional tool to assure that the kWh saved per dollar invested by the Trust is reasonable. 39 
The Consumer perspective is used to help design projects.. 40 
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 Costs 1 


The societal cost definition is in alignment with the OPUC docket no. UM-551’s definition of 2 
Total Resource Cost (Societal) perspective as including total costs and total benefits in cost 3 
effectiveness calculations. 1 The following costs will be included in the societal perspective: 4 


6.1. Total cost Trust incentives paid to the participantof efficiency measures and 5 
actions,2 including costs to Energy Trust and participants 6 


1.2. Energy Trust administrative costs 7 
2.3. Energy Trust program management costs 8 
3. Oregon and local government  administrative costs associated with incentives 9 


7. Monitoring, evaluation and non-incentive costs of PMCs and Energy Trust staff  10 
8. The participants remaining out-of-pocket costs for the installed cost of the measures 11 


 12 


These items comprise all Energy Trust efficiency costs. 13 


The value of Oregon and/or Federal tax credits will be deducted from the cost of measurescost 14 
of tax credits to the State of Oregon will not be included, because similar tax credits are not 15 
included in avoided costs used by Energy Trust. Program administration or management costs 16 
of local programs funded by Federal or state agencies will not be included, as they are often 17 
associated with non-energy considerations such as equity, employment, etc., and are not 18 
included in the benefit/cost tests under PUC guidancethey are considered to be a transfer, not a 19 
net cost to society. However, to the extent that they are significant, the administrative costs of 20 
those tax credits will be considered. 21 


 22 


 Benefits 23 


The Energy Trust will include the following benefits: 24 


6.1. Tthe value of the electrical and/or gas energy saved based on the avoided cost 25 
forecasts of the utilities whose customers are served by the Energy Trust, as 26 
reviewed and approved by the PUC.3 Periodically, Energy Trust will work with the 27 
utilities and PUC to develop an average, or merged cost forecast. This will be done 28 
separately for the electric utilities and gas utilities, so that Energy Trust program 29 
decisions are based on a single set of price forecasts for each fuel.  Energy Trust 30 
may include factors such as hedge value, if not considered in the utility forecasts, 31 
based on agreement with the utilities and PUC.  (1) the Regional Technical Forum 32 
long-term forecast of wholesale market prices for electricity and (2) the NW Natural 33 
gas price forecast for gas, as long as it is reasonably consistent with the Regional 34 
Technical Forum forecast of gas prices for power plant fuel.  35 


                                                            
1 In Washington, the primary cost/benefit criterion is the societal test, applied to entire programs. In 
addition to following this guidance, Energy Trust will continue to apply the test to specific measures to 
assure consistency of programs across states (for administrative efficiency) and optimal rate payer value. 
2 For equipment or structures that would be purchased regardless of efficiency actions, this is the 
incremental cost of upgrading the efficiency of the purchase beyond common practice. 
3 This includes the value of avoided peak energy use. 
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2. Nnon-energy benefits as will be quantified by a reasonable and practical method. 1 
Energy Trust may use proxies for these benefits  and described in situations where 2 
such benefits clearly exist, are large, and they cannot practically be quantified.  3 


7. for electricity, bulk system transmission capacity benefits (both line loss and avoided 4 
transmission construction.  5 


3. Ffor electricity, transmission and distribution benefits, both line losses and avoided 6 
Transmission and Distribution construction.  7 


8.4. Natural gas capacity benefits and benefits from reduced transmission and 8 
delivery losses will be included where significant and quantifiable. 9 


9. natural gas capacity benefits are of a lesser magnitude and difficult to quantify, so 10 
the Energy Trust will not quantify them. Natural gas delivery loss benefits are also 11 
modest in magnitude. Local delivery losses will be considered to the extent that they 12 
are included in NW Natural price forecasts. Gas transmission losses are difficult to 13 
quantify and will be described.  14 


5. In addition, the Energy Trust will apply in its analysis the 10% credit for energy 15 
efficiency as required under the Northwest Power Act and OPUC docket no. UM-16 
551. This credit recognizes the benefits of conservation in addressing risk and 17 
uncertainty. 18 


1.6.  19 
  20 
Currently, utility avoided costs include the forecast value of reduced carbon dioxide emissions.   21 
Oregon PUC guidance provides that other environmental pollutant costs may be considered 22 
only when specified by the PUC.   23 
 24 


Both the Power Act and OPUC docket no. UM-551 also suggest consideration of external costs 25 
such as environmental costs associated with air pollution. The Trust will initially use a credit of 26 
$15.00 per ton of carbon dioxide and will update that figure as information improves. 27 


 28 


Discount rates 29 


Energy Trust will revise avoided costs and discount rate from time to time to be consistent with 30 
the cost of capital used in the utilities’ Integrated Resource Plans.  31 


In analysis and reporting, Energy Trust will use a discount rate based on OPUC-reviewed 32 
integrated resource planning discount rates used by the utilities whose customers are served by 33 
the Energy Trust. Periodically, Energy Trust will work with the utilities and OPUC to derive a 34 
single discount rate close to those employed by the utilities. This discount rate will be used to 35 
compare the costs and benefits of efficiency investments to other investments. 36 


Methodology 37 


The following additional decisions have been made about implementation of this policy: 38 


  39 


For the near-term, the Pro-cost model, using marginal costs from the Aurora model, will be used 40 
to analyze the costs and savings of efficiency programs. The selection and specifics of these 41 
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tools will be updated as time, resources, and opportunities permit to maximize transparency, 1 
time-dependent variations in resource value, and reasonableness. 2 


• The Energy Trust of Oregon will adopt a 5.2% discount rate for comparing the costs and 3 
benefits of efficiency investments to other investments.  4 


• The Energy Trust of Oregon will refine estimates of line losses specific to Oregon based on 5 
new information from utilities.  6 


 7 


The Energy Trust of Oregon will consider avoided transmission and distribution costs 8 
attributable to efficiency measures as appropriate.  9 


The economic comparison will be presented as a benefit-to-cost ratio except for the consumer 10 
perspective that (for reference) will be presented as a two simple payback, one with non-electric 11 
benefits and one without non-electric benefits. The final decision on cost effectiveness will be 12 
based on the benefit-to-cost ratio for the Societal and Utility System perspectives (must pass 13 
both if data permits use of both) over the appropriate project period along with description and 14 
Board consideration of non-quantified costs and benefits. The Energy Trust will also consider 15 
other factors in selecting programs, as specified in the various strategic and action planning 16 
documents of the Energy Trust. 17 


The cost-effectiveness analysis will include impact on the action of customers who do not 18 
directly participate and long term market effects (e.g., impact on long-term price, sales, or 19 
efficacy of efficient technologies beyond the direct program participants) for projects where such 20 
effects are a significant and likely result. 21 


In conclusion, an Energy Trust programs and measures project should will be reviewed from 22 
using both the Utility system and the Societal perspectivestests. I, and if the Societal benefit-to-23 
cost ratio is greater than 1.0, it a program should be considered cost- effective and may be 24 
considered for Energy Trust efficiency funding. 25 


26 
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REVISED VERSION WITH REVISION MARKS CLEARED: 1 


 2 
Introduction 3 


The Energy Trust of Oregon seeks a future that includes sufficient, stable, and affordable power 4 
available to all customers through sustained investment in energy efficiency and renewable 5 
resources that reduce the economic and environmental costs of using gas and electricity. To 6 
properly evaluate such investments, Energy Trust compares the cost of energy-saving 7 
programs and measures to the cost of alternative sources of natural gas and electric energy. 8 
The cost of alternative sources is known as “avoided cost”. The Oregon Public Utility 9 
Commission (PUC), the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC), the 10 
Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NPCC) and the Northwest Energy Efficiency 11 
Alliance (Alliance) use similar approaches and assumptions to analyze the cost-effectiveness of 12 
energy efficiency investments. Consistent with these approaches, this policy encompasses two 13 
tests to determine cost-effectiveness and describes the key variables or economic model inputs 14 
that define these tests in Energy Trust analysis.  15 


The Oregon Renewable Energy Act of 2007 (SB 838) allows supplemental energy efficiency 16 
funding, i.e., more than the three-percent public purpose charge authorized in the 1999 law. The 17 
2007 Act, together with the agreements that fund Energy Trust natural gas efficiency programs 18 
in Oregon, support Energy Trust programs that help utilities meet goals that are determined 19 
through Integrated Resource Planning. In that process, the OPUC reviews and may 20 
acknowledge avoided cost forecasts from each utility. Because Energy Trust funding is 21 
significantly affected by this process, the following policy is designed to be consistent with 22 
OPUC guidance and, to the extent practical, with utility integrated resource plans.  Energy Trust 23 
may consider prospective costs and benefits over a period of more than one year, as 24 
appropriate, for emerging technologies and market transformation ventures. 25 


Policy  26 


Energy Trust adopts the Utility System and Societal tests, as described below, as its primary 27 
determinants of whether efficiency investments meet cost-effectiveness criteria. The economic 28 
comparison will be presented as a benefit-to-cost ratio. Programs and measures that pass both 29 
tests, or are likely to over time, are eligible for Energy Trust investment.  30 


For programs and measures that pass these cost-effectiveness tests, Energy Trust may 31 
consider other factors in configuring programs, consistent with in its strategic plan and action 32 
plans. 33 


Costs 34 
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The societal cost definition is in alignment with the OPUC docket no. UM-551’s definition of 1 
Total Resource Cost (Societal) perspective as including total costs and total benefits in cost 2 
effectiveness calculations. 4 The following costs will be included in the societal perspective: 3 


1. Total cost of efficiency measures and actions,5 including costs to Energy Trust and 4 
participants 5 


2. Energy Trust administrative costs 6 
3. Energy Trust program management costs 7 


 8 


These items comprise all Energy Trust efficiency costs. 9 


The value of Oregon and/or Federal tax credits will be deducted from the cost of measures 10 
because similar tax credits are not included in avoided costs used by Energy Trust. Program 11 
administration or management costs of local programs funded by Federal or state agencies will 12 
not be included, as they are often associated with non-energy considerations such as equity, 13 
employment, etc., and are not included in the benefit/cost tests under PUC guidance. 14 


 Benefits 15 


The Energy Trust will include the following benefits: 16 


1. The value of the electrical and/or gas energy saved based on the avoided cost 17 
forecasts of the utilities whose customers are served by the Energy Trust, as 18 
reviewed and approved by the PUC.6 Periodically, Energy Trust will work with the 19 
utilities and PUC to develop an average, or merged cost forecast. This will be done 20 
separately for the electric utilities and gas utilities, so that Energy Trust program 21 
decisions are based on a single set of price forecasts for each fuel.  Energy Trust 22 
may include factors such as hedge value, if not considered in the utility forecasts, 23 
based on agreement with the utilities and PUC.  .  24 


2. Non-energy benefits will be quantified by a reasonable and practical method. Energy 25 
Trust may use proxies for these benefits  where such benefits clearly exist, are large, 26 
and cannot practically be quantified.  27 


3. For electricity, both line losses and avoided Transmission and Distribution 28 
construction.  29 


4. Natural gas capacity benefits and benefits from reduced transmission and delivery 30 
losses will be included where significant and quantifiable. 31 


5. In addition, the Energy Trust will apply in its analysis the 10% credit for energy 32 
efficiency as required under the Northwest Power Act and OPUC docket no. UM-33 
551. This credit recognizes the benefits of conservation in addressing risk and 34 
uncertainty. 35 
 36 


 37 


                                                            
4 In Washington, the primary cost/benefit criterion is the societal test, applied to entire programs. In 
addition to following this guidance, Energy Trust will continue to apply the test to specific measures to 
assure consistency of programs across states (for administrative efficiency) and optimal rate payer value. 
5 For equipment or structures that would be purchased regardless of efficiency actions, this is the 
incremental cost of upgrading the efficiency of the purchase beyond common practice. 
6 This includes the value of avoided peak energy use. 
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Currently, utility avoided costs include the forecast value of reduced carbon dioxide emissions.   1 
Oregon PUC guidance provides that other environmental pollutant costs may be considered 2 
only when specified by the PUC.   3 


 4 
Discount rates 5 


Energy Trust will revise avoided costs and discount rate from time to time to be consistent with 6 
the cost of capital used in the utilities’ Integrated Resource Plans.  7 


In analysis and reporting, Energy Trust will use a discount rate based on OPUC-reviewed 8 
integrated resource planning discount rates used by the utilities whose customers are served by 9 
the Energy Trust. Periodically, Energy Trust will work with the utilities and OPUC to derive a 10 
single discount rate close to those employed by the utilities. This discount rate will be used to 11 
compare the costs and benefits of efficiency investments to other investments. 12 


In conclusion, Energy Trust programs and measures will be reviewed using both the utility 13 
system and societal tests. If the benefit-to-cost ratio is greater than 1.0, a program should be 14 
considered cost-effective and may be considered for Energy Trust efficiency funding. 15 


 16 
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Agenda 
Conservation Advisory Council 
Wednesday  May 18, 2011   1:30 p.m. –  4:30 p.m. 
Energy Trust conference rooms 
851 SW Sixth Ave., #1200 
Portland, OR 97204 
 
 
 
 
1:30 Welcome, introductions and short announcements 
 
 
1:40 Refrigeration Operations  (Information) 


Staff will outline the latest offering for industrial facilities to train operators to more 
efficiently run refrigeration systems. 


 
 
2:00 Cost Effectiveness Policy  (Review) 


Staff will present proposed changes to the policy to create more clarity and to more 
directly link to utility avoided cost determinations. 


 
 
2:45 Break 
 
 
3:00 Commercial Sector Operations Pilot  


Briefing on Existing Buildings Pilot activities targeted at low-cost savings through 
operational changes.  (Review). 


 
 
3:30 Residential Customer Engagement   (Review) 


Outline of the proposed strategy to engage, categorize and direct customers to the 
most appropriate path for energy efficiency actions for the home.  
 
 


4:15 Additional Public Comment 
 
 
4:30  Adjourn  
  
 
The next scheduled meeting of the Conservation Advisory Council will be on  
July 20, 2011.  
 








Cost-effectiveness policy and methodology  
 
Summary  
 
Adopt changes to the board policy on cost-effectiveness. 
 
Analysis 
 
The proposed changes have two main purposes:  


• First, to focus the policy on cost-effectiveness, not investment considerations that are 
addressed in Energy Trust program design, action plans, the strategic plan or 
elsewhere. Over time, the current policy has acquired a variety of provisions that relate 
to broader investment considerations. With Energy Trust’s strategic planning, action 
planning, budgeting and sector planning processes, these aspects of the policy are more 
confusing than useful.  


• Second, to align the policy with current practice, which is much more closely tied to 
processes overseen by the OPUC: integrated resource planning, and the supplemental 
energy efficiency funding under the Oregon Renewable Energy Act of 2007 (SB 838).    


 
Given these purposes, we propose the following specific changes. References are to the 
version of the policy with revision marks and marginal comments: 
 


• Introduction:  
o Page 4, lines 15-19: eliminates “the consumer test,” which is not a test of cost-


effectiveness, but a judgment made in program design. 
o Page 4, lines 20-29: explains relationship to SB 838 and OPUC planning, utility 


avoided cost forecasts, etc. 
• Policy:  


o Page 4, lines 31-34: in addition to the above, states how benefit-cost comparisons 
will be portrayed. 


o Page 4, lines 36-40: broader considerations are addressed in program design, action 
plans, and the strategic plan. 


• Costs: Changes in “costs” are to simplify and eliminate duplication. In addition: 
o Page 5, line 4 and footnote 1 recognize that Energy Trust now offers services in 


Washington State. 
o Footnote 2 and accompanying text: for equipment measures that would be 


purchased regardless of Energy Trust efficiency actions, the incremental cost of 
upgrading the efficiency of the purchase beyond common practice is the cost 
considered in focus of cost-effectiveness screening. 


o Page 5, line 8 aligns policy with Energy Trust accounting terminology. 
o Page 5, lines 16-19: excluding program administration or management costs relates 


particularly to programs like Clean Energy Works.   This exclusion has been 
proposed to the PUC.  They have not yet responded. 







• Benefits:  
o Page 5, lines 25-32: updates policy to reflect how utility avoided cost forecasts are 


managed.  
o Page 6, lines 1-3: Updated to reflect agreement with OPUC to use proxies where 


non-energy benefits are large and unquantifiable. 
o Page 6, lines 8-9: In lieu of existing policy not to consider capacity and delivery 


benefits, proposes to include them where significant and unquantifiable. 
o Page 6, lines 21-23: reflects current OPUC approach to avoided carbon emissions. 


• Discount rates: Page 6, lines 29-36: Aggregates approach to discount rates in one place, 
clarifies current practice. 


• Methodology: Page 6, line 37:  eliminates “methodology” section in favor of addressing 
all major considerations in foregoing sections. 


• Conclusion: revised to reflect the foregoing. 
 








Existing Homes
Customer Engagement g g


Initiative 







Background


2009 Re examine Customer


Background


2009 Re-examine Customer 
Service


• Educate homeowners on 
opportunities


• Be a resource beyond initial 
connection


• Foster participant interaction• Foster participant interaction 
with trade ally contractors







BackgroundBackground







BackgroundBackground


• Enhance customer serviceEnhance customer service
• Continue to support in-home Home Energy 


ReviewsReviews
• Customer Engagement is a great 


educating resource for homeownerseducating resource for homeowners
• Trade Ally Network has the expertise to 


deliver energy efficiency upgradesdeliver energy-efficiency upgrades







BackgroundBackground


1. Understand the points of entryp y
2. Introduce Energy Trust as technical 


resource
3. Expand concept of Home Energy 


Review to customersReview to customers
4. Focus on trade ally and homeowner 


connectionconnection







GoalsGoals


1. Increase quality and quantity of q y q y
homeowner participation


2. Increase trade ally and homeowner y
connection







Key Elements
Entry pointsEntry points


Establish relationships
Home Energy Review
Trade all contractorsTrade ally contractors







Entry points


• Events


Entry points


• Calls
• Past participation
• Web inquiries
• Referrals







Establish relationships


• Information based on homeowner


Establish relationships


Information based on homeowner 
interests


• Guidance based on their home
• Support selecting energy-saving offers 







Home Energy Review


Home Energy Review expanded service


Home Energy Review


Home Energy Review expanded service 
• In-home (historical offer)
• Online (enhancement)Online (enhancement)
• Speak with an advisor (enhancement)







Trade ally contractors


Establish homeowner expectations


Trade ally contractors


Establish homeowner expectations
• Promote trade ally’s expertise early in 


conversation with homeownerconversation with homeowner







Customer 
E tEngagement


Approach
Marketing and o treachMarketing and outreach


Training
Analysis







ApproachApproach


Paths of entryPaths of entry
• General contact center inquiry
• Home Energy Review request byHome Energy Review request by 


phone or website
• Online Home Energy ProfileOnline Home Energy Profile







ApproachApproach







Marketing


M k ti


Marketing


Marketing message
• Enhanced service


• More than one way to engage• More than one way to engage 
(phone, website, in-home visit)


• Then create a plan with theThen, create a plan with the 
homeowner







Outreach


F ti ith th


Outreach


• Focus on a conversation with the 
homeowner: “Would you like to learn 
more?”more?


• Move away from in-home Home Energy 
Review sign-up as the focusReview sign up as the focus







Training


E d i l kill


Training


• Energy advisors–sales skills
• Contact center–up-sell in a good way







Analysis


• Participant satisfaction


Analysis


• Participant satisfaction
• Savings
• Meet the goals for enhancing theMeet the goals for enhancing the 


consumer experience and follow-
throughthrough







Thank youThank you


Jonathan Tillman
Senior Program Manager
503 523 4830503.523.4830
jonathan.tillman@csgrp.com








Refrigeration OperatorRefrigeration Operator 
Coaching (ROC)


Brian Crumrine, Cascade Energy, Inc.
Conservation Advisory Council


May 18 2011May 18, 2011







What Makes ROC Different?What Makes ROC Different?


• Kaizen Blitz / O&M Lesson:Kaizen Blitz / O&M Lesson:
• Managers need to provide support, but…
• Operators make the changes that deliverOperators make the changes that deliver 


energy savings


• ROC Goal: 
• Provide refrigeration operators with the g p


knowledge, support and tools they need in order 
to minimize refrigeration energy costs.







ROC Delivery FormatROC Delivery Format
• Knowledge


• Five ½-day workshops (1 workshop/month)
• Share ideas; discuss experiences


• Support
• Monthly technician visits to discuss Action 


Item progress and help with documentation
• Tools


• 2 yrs eSight Energy Management Software
• “Tune-up” Kit


• Meter level energy savings analysis







Action Items: 
Low/No-Cost Improvements


• Compressor tuning
• Set point changes
• Condenser Maintenance
• Evaporator optimization


V l i i i• Valve group commissioning
• Defrost optimization
• CalibrationCalibration







RecruitingRecruiting
• Criteria


• At least $150,000 annual refrigeration energy cost
• Management willing to send 1 to 3 operators to 


each workshopeach workshop
• Willing to think creatively, share experiences and 


implement lessons


• Reasons for “no”
• Lack of human resources (fresh pack season)
• Self-directors: cost share hurdle







ROC ParticipantsROC Participants


Refrigeration Expected Expected Effective Cost 
Energy Usage 
(kWh/yr)


Savings Incentive 
($0.02/kWh)


($/first year 
kWh)


Food 
Processor 3,000,000 10% $6,000 $0.12Processor
Food 
Processor 6,500,000 10% $13,000 $0.07


Dairy 5,200,000 10% $10,400 $0.07Dairy 5,200,000 10% $10,400 $0.07


Refrigerated
Warehouse 3,575,430 6% $4,291 $0.16


Refrigerated 4 410 000 6% $5 292 $0 10g
Warehouse 4,410,000 6% $5,292 $0.10


Total 22,685,430 9% $38,983 $0.09







Workshop Topics/DatesWorkshop Topics/Dates
Workshop Date


1 Introduction, O&M, Compressors Tuesday May 3rd


2 Reducing Head Pressure, Condenser Tuesday June 7th


Tuning
3 Suction Pressure, Valve Group 


Commissioning and Evaporators
Tuesday July 12th


4 Load Reduction Tuesday August 16th


S i d C T d S b 13th5 Sequencing and Compressor 
Commissioning


Tuesday September 13th







Questions?Questions?


Brian Crumrine
Program Delivery Contractor, Energy Trust of Oregon
Cascade Energy, Inc.
971 244-8588971 244 8588
brian.crumrine@cascadeenergy.com







Low/No-Cost Improvements = Energy SavingsLow/No Cost Improvements  Energy Savings








Cost Effectiveness Policy 
Revision- CAC presentationp
5/18/11







Background- Benefit/Cost 
Fundamentals


Societal (Total Resource) Cost B/C
Benefits =All benefits to participant or utility system
Costs= All costs borne by consumer or ratepayerCosts  All costs borne by consumer or ratepayer


Utility System B/C
Benefits =  All benefits to utility system
Costs = All cost to utility system (ET fully allocated 


costcost
Both ratios must be 1.0 or better for ET to invest


Consumer “test”Consumer “test”
Payback
.







Background- What Cost-
Effectiveness Policy Does


• Applied to gas and electric efficiency.  
Renewable generation is under different 
legislative mandatelegislative mandate


• Policy sets overall guidance
• Energy Trust planning staff then develop gy p g p


detailed procedures and updates as needed.
• Energy Trust applies test to screen 


investmentsinvestments.
• Applied once for prescriptive measures, each 


case for custom measures.
.







Background
• Initial Policy Developed in 2002


Add d t ff ti


Background


• Addressed cost-effectiveness
• Guided efficiency investments more broadly


• Since 2002
SB 838 l l li k E T t d tilit• SB 838 process clearly links Energy Trust and utility 
integrated resource planning


• Energy Trust, PUC and utilities have clarified several 
key issues in 2002 policy:key issues in 2002 policy: 
• Avoided cost linked to utility IRP
• Non-energy benefits and tax credits


• Energy Trust 2009 Strategic Plan now guides overallEnergy Trust 2009 Strategic Plan now guides overall 
investment policy.   e.g.:  Balance of innovation and risk


.







Decision StepsDecision Steps


1. Initial presentation to Board of Directors 
Policy Committee


2 Additional Clarification and Rewrite2. Additional Clarification and Rewrite
3. Today  Review by CAC
4. Revise as needed, return to Policy4. Revise as needed, return to Policy 


Committee
5. Approval of modifications by board.







Major ChangesMajor Changes


1. Clearly states that we use utility avoided cost 
forecasts- individual utility  for IRP and in 
combination for each fuel for ET decisions and 
reporting.


2. Simplify references to avoided power delivery 
and T&D deferral costs utility manages theand T&D deferral costs- utility manages the 
details.


3. Allows for augmentation with hedge value and 
h illi l b i h ili iother ancilliary values by agreement with utilities 


and PUC.







Major ChangesMajor Changes


1. Costs covered by Fed and state tax credits are 
excluded from costs in tests- by agreement with 
PUC.


2. Costs covered by Fed and state programs also 
excluded. (PUC has not yet spoken on this 
issue)issue).


3. Delete the consumer “test”







Examples of Policy Flexibility We 
Now Employ


Under Modified Policy (consistent with 
current practice):


1 ET can look at measure cost1. ET can look at measure cost-
effectiveness over several years if there 
is evidence that volume or refinementsis evidence that volume or refinements 
will drive costs down in time.


2. ET can consider future market 
transformation


3. Carbon costs are included as costs to 
tilitutility







More Examples of Policy Flexibility 
We Now Employ


4. In societal test:
• ET can consider quantifiable non-energy 


benefits to the consumer or utility system (not y y (
to others)


• ET can consider non-quantifiable non-energy 
benefits if they are clear large and difficult tobenefits if they are clear, large, and difficult to 
quantify 


5.   ET may consider hedge value or other factors 
i ili IRP b i h ili dnot in utility IRP by agreement with utility and 


PUC
We cannot ignore costs or assume them away- but g y


we can make reasoned adjustments using these 
tools.







Implications of Policy Revision for 
Operations and Decisionmaking


1. Simplifies and clarifies roles
2. Decisionmaking and operations are 


essentially as they are todayessentially as they are today.
3. We continue to invest only in programs 


and measures that are cost-effective orand measures that are cost effective or 
are likely to be in the foreseeable future, 
or, in a few cases, as part of a research 
plan to test or refine estimates of savings.








Building Performance Tracking & 
Control Systems PilotControl Systems Pilot 
The Existing Buildings Program
Energy Trust of Oregon







Why O&M?Why O&M?


• There is a goldmine of operations-basedThere is a goldmine of operations based 
savings potential in the commercial market


• There is less capital in the market to spend p p
on EEMs


• Production Efficiency has achieved y
outstanding success with this approach







Pilot StructurePilot Structure


SYSTEMS BEING EVALUATEDSYSTEMS BEING EVALUATED


Energy Information 
Systems  (EIS)
•Whole building monitoring 


ith f lt d t ti


Energy Management 
Systems (EMS)
•HVAC/Lighting and other control 


Automated Optimization 
Software (AOS)*
•Control Optimization Software
A f ilit ith hill l t 600with fault detection


•Building ≥100,000 sq. ft with 
DDC Controls
•Large offices, hotels, public 
sector


g g
mechanisms
•Problem Troubleshooting
•Scalable – price by number of 
control points
•Buildings ≤100 000 sq ft


•Any facility with a chiller plant 600 
tons or greater or VAV Systems in 
buildings  ≥250,000 sq.ft
•College/universities, hospitals


•Buildings ≤100,000 sq. ft
•Retail, small offices, restaurant







Savings & Incentive StructureSavings & Incentive Structure


EIS EMS AOS


Estimated Savings Estimated Savings Estimated Savings 
5% of Baseline 15% of Baseline 25% of HVAC Baseline


Incentive Incentive Incentive
50% of Install & 
subscription cost


50% of Install & 
subscription cost


50% of Install Cost up to 
$0.25/kWh


*3 Year Measure Life for all systemsy







Savings Goals & IncentivesSavings Goals & Incentives 


Product Number of
Sites


kWh Savings Therm
Savings


Incentives
Sites Savings


EIS 10 1,110,000
kWh


8,300 therms $170,000


EMS 40 1 556 000 58 000 therms $250 000EMS 40 1,556,000 
kWh


58,000 therms $250,000


AOS 5 4,193,000 
kWh


45,300 therms $500,000
kWh


Totals 55 6,859,000
kWh


111,600 
therms


$920,000







Goals of the pilotGoals of the pilot


• Verify savings & persistency of savings in theVerify savings & persistency of savings in the 
commercial market


• Use building performance systems to help g p y p
operators and decision makers understand 
and optimize energy use


• Determine which product specs are 
necessary to achieve savings


• Determine impact on program resources







Methods to Promote SuccessMethods to Promote Success


• Prequalify sites – Does the product have a chance to be 
successful?


• Select sites with dedicated, trained facility managers who 
have attended building operations training programs


• Pilot products that have mature consultancy departments
• Program and Consultants work together to maximize 


operational performance and recommend EEMsp p
• Bolster communications between operator and decision 


makers through periodic performance reviews
• Target buildings with service contractors in placeTarget buildings with service contractors in place
• Establish an alert response protocol
• Track customer satisfaction







Click to edit Master title styleClick to edit Master title style


Participant, Vendor & Contractor 
Requirements







Participant RequirementsParticipant Requirements


EIS EMS AOS


• Supply 3 years historical energy usage data and supply bills after system installation
• CFO, business or building owner to sign application and be cc’d on reports generated 


by consultant
• Program to be provided username & password to the web-dashboard
• 3 year commitment to subscription• 3 year commitment to subscription
• Participant to receive training by vendor
• Energy Trust will have visualization of any report sent to participant by consultant
• Participate in quarterly or semi-annual interview to establish satisfaction with consultantp q y
• Commitment to use system to monitor building performance and implement actions 


recommended by consultant







Site RequirementsSite Requirements


EIS EMS AOS


• Three years Historical 
Energy Data


• Energy Audit Walk-through 
to gather building data


• Three years Historical 
Energy Data


• Energy Audit Walk-through 
to gather building data


• Three years historical energy 
data


• Energy-Audit Walkthrough to 
gather building data


• Post-install Inspection by 
Program


• DDC Controls Installed


• Post-install Inspection by 
Program


• Post-install Inspection by 
Program


• Chiller plants of 600 tons or 
greater or VAV Systems in 
buildings 250k sq ft orbuildings 250k sq.ft. or 
more







Click to edit Master title styleClick to edit Master title style


Data Analysis & Program/Participant 
Interface







Data Analysis & Program/Participant 
Interface


EIS EMS AOS


• Compare monthly usage against past performance
• Receive participant feedback on changes of occupancy/usage/etc• Monthly usage comparison 


against past performance
• Identify trends, spikes, 


problems & successes


• Receive participant feedback on changes of occupancy/usage/etc.
• Verify customer satisfaction with product & consultant with quarterly or semi-annually 


with phone interviews and/or short surveys 
• Log trends, spikes, alerts, corrective actions, successes
• Provide consultant reports to participant including incentives and deemed savings in 


recommendations and add any maintenance recommendations that consultant failed 
to include.


• Program cc’d of all final reports submitted by consultant to participantProgram cc d of all final reports submitted by consultant to participant
• Log instances of EEM implementation
• Track customer usage of system, verify level of involvement with consultant







Next stepsNext steps


• Work with planning to finalize and blessWork with planning to finalize and bless 
structure


• Targeted effort to identify and recruit sitesg y
• Implement, gather results and modify and/or 


expand as applicablep pp
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Appendix







Systems that will be installed for pilotSystems that will be installed for pilot


EIS EMS AOS


Northwrite’s Energy Expert 
Plus - $34,000 including 
3-yr subscription


• Makad’s DreamWatts
- $5,000 - $10,000 w/ 
3 yr subscription


• Kite & Lightning’s 
Unity EMS – $7,000 -
$


OptimumEnergy’s
OptimumHVAC
• OptimumLoop (Chillers)
• OptimumTrav (VAV 


Systems)$12,000 w/ 3 yr 
subscription


Systems)
$150,000 - $225,000 w/ 3 yr 
subscription
)







Pre-Installation Inspection CriteriaPre Installation Inspection Criteria


EIS EMS AOS


• None Required although 
buildings with DDC will be 
targeted first.


• Age & condition of 
mechanical equipment to 
include: HVAC, H2O heating, 
pumps, exhaust fans, etc.


• Age & condition of building 
shell; insulation, windows, 


• Chiller Plant 600 tons or 
greater (OptimumLoop)


• VAV System (OptimumTrav)


; , ,
roofing, etc.


• All standard aspects of a 
walk-through survey







Vendor RequirementsVendor Requirements


EIS EMS AOS


• Limited pool of installers I t f ith C t lLimited pool of installers
• Vendor to QC contractor’s install
• Vendor to warranty hardware and software for life of 


subscription
• Adequately train participant on use of system


• Interface with Controls 
Contractor


• Final QC on System Install
• cc program on reports to 


customers• Provide reports to program prior to submission to participant to 
maximize recommendations


• cc program on all final reports to participant
• Advise program on any EEM or maintenance implementation
• Advise program on any corrective actions


customers
• Advise program on any 


corrective actions


• Advise program on any corrective actions 
(maintenance/behavioral/ troubleshooting)


• 2nd responder to alerts & corrective actions (contractor first)
• Provide program with a log on alerts/corrective actions/results
• Report to program on participant’s level of involvementp p g p p
• Post-install by program







Installation Contractor RequirementsInstallation Contractor Requirements


EIS EMS AOS


• Hardware installed at site
• First responder to system alerts on mechanical issues
• Implement operations, maintenance, and energy efficiency


measure recommendations provided in vendor reports


• Installation by vendor 
including integration with 
existing controls 


• QC system operation to make 
s re that it performs optimallsure that it performs optimally







List of InstallersList of Installers


EIS EMS AOS


• Energy Expert Plus
• Partcipant’s Preferred 


Service Contractor


• If service contractor is not in 


• DreamWatts
• Partcipant’s Preferred Service 


Contractor


• If service contractor is not in place 
then:


• Reitmeyer


• OptimumHVAC
• OptimumEnergy w/ control 


contractor interface


place then:
• McKinstry
• MacDonald-Miller


y
• MacDonald-Miller


• Unity
• Partcipant’s Preferred Service 


Contractor


• If service contractor is not in place 
then:


• IES Commercial
• Bear Electric





